Discover the world of computer audio without the computer.

The Discovery Music Server solves one of the biggest hurdles in computer audio: the computer. And it offers the power of a full music server without the need for a laptop or desktop computer. Enjoy local and streaming music, rich multi-dimensional metadata and multi-room audio—with support for multiple synchronized zones—all with the Roon® Essentials interface that anyone can master in a few minutes.
Keeping in line with quality music, the lossless, high-fidelity music streaming service Tidal® has been tightly integrated into the Discovery’s software*. Content from your local collection and content from Tidal are presented in the same beautiful, easy-to-use interface.

Adding the Discovery Music Server to an existing system is simple. Connect the Discovery Server to the internet and one of the outputs to the new Discovery integrated amplifier or your existing system. Navigating your local and online music collection is performed with the Discovery Roon Essentials App available for Android, iOS, Windows, and OSX.

Adding your personal music collection is a snap. Connect either a hard drive to the rear mounted USB port or point the Discovery to your NAS (Networked Attached Storage) device and the Discovery will take care of the rest, organizing and gathering feature rich meta-data for your entire music collection.

Expanding your Discovery system to other rooms is easy. Whether you want the full functionality of an integrated amplifier or a simple wireless speaker in the kids’ room, the Discovery eco-system is ready to grow when you are.

**Your Music, As You Like It**
Between users and across devices, you can select from downloads, ripped CDs and streaming services. Your collection is supported by a rich library of images and information—an archive of material that adds depth, knowledge and excitement to your listening.

**Audiophile Reproduction**
The artists and engineers who recorded your music took great care creating it. It’s no secret that Discovery takes the same care playing it back.

**It’s Really Very Simple**
The Discovery music server lets users control their personal music vault from another computer, Apple iPad or Android tablet. Whether your choice is a full ELAC Discovery system, AirPlay Speaker/Receiver, or Roon End Point you can listen in one room or around the house with the Discovery Music Server.

**A Wave of Music**
Thanks to the power of Roon’s sophisticated algorithms and support of Tidal, Discovery delivers music based on relationships between performers and composers, starting from the tracks you choose. Tidal delivers no-compromise music streaming, with millions of tracks in lossless, audiophile quality—a bigger music landscape than ever before.

---

**Specifications**

**Connection**
Analog outputs (independent zones): 2
Coaxial output (independent zone): 1 (192 kHz 24-bit max)
Optical output: 1 (192 kHz 24-bit max)
USB port (mass storage class): 1 USB 2.0
Ethernet port: 1 gigabit ethernet

**End Point Support**
Discovery, AirPlay and Roon End Point

**Control & User Interface**
Roon Essentials Control app: For iOS (64-bit Devices), Android (4.4 and higher), Windows (7, 8, and 10) and Apple OS X (10.8 and higher)

**Format Support**
Supported Audio Formats: WAV, AIFF, FLAC, ALAC, OGG, MP3, AAC 192 kHz 24-Bit Audio Formats: WAV, AIFF, FLAC, ALAC
Native Support for SPDIF/COAX: 24 kHz – 192 kHz

**Playback Modes**
Gapless, Crossfade, Shuffle, and Repeat

**Multi-Room Support**
Type: Wired and Wireless
Synchronized Audio: Yes

**Integrated Streaming Services:** Tidal

**Track Limit:** 15,000 Tracks (Combination of Personal and Tidal Library Content)

**Power Supply & Consumption**
Power Supply: 12 VDC 2A
Power Consumption Normal Operation: 4.8 Watts

**Dimensions & Weight**
Dimensions (WxHxD): 8-1/4” x 1-7/8” x 4-5/16”
Weight: 2 lbs

**Note:** The Discovery can be controlled using the free Roon Essentials app for Windows, OS X, iOS, and Android.

**Disclaimers and Legal Information**
Roon - Copyright 2015 Roon Labs LLC
Tidal - Copyright 2013 Aspiro Music AS. All Rights Reserved
ELAC - Copyright 2016 ELAC GMBH

Third party content services may be changed, suspended, interrupted, or discontinued at any time without notice, and ELAC disclaims any liability in connection with such occurrences.

iOS™ and iPhone™ are registered trademarks of Cisco Systems, Inc., USA, licensed to Apple Inc., USA.
Android™ is a registered trademark of Google Inc., USA.